Analyse Running Records to Inform Your Teaching
It is essential to analyse Running Records beyond the Accuracy Rate. Running Records
become a powerful tool to inform your teaching when you also undertake a Miscue
Analysis - using the Running Record to gain insight into the curing systems or
information sources a child uses.

What should I analyse after taking a Running Record?
•

Miscue Analysis - M-S-V: hypothesise whether the reader has used Meaning,
Structure/Syntax and/or Graphophonic/Visual information when miscueing (error in
reading).

•

Self-Corrections - M-S-V: hypothesise whether the reader has used Meaning,
Structure/Syntax and/or Graphophonic/Visual information when self-correcting.
What information most likely alerted the reader to self-correct?

•

Look for patterns in use of M-S-V information sources.
•

What cueing system (source of information) does the reader use most often?
(M-S-V)

•

What cueing system does the reader use least often? (M-S-V)

•

Does the reader cross check (ie: use more than one source of information)?

•

Reading Behaviours: What reading strategies/behaviours did the reader use? (eg:
repeat, sound-out, picture clues, re-read, multiple attempts, skip word and read on,
pause.)

•

Asks or waits for teacher assistance: Does the reader use any problem solving
strategies independently, or does s/he ask for help immediately? Does s/he wait to be
told? How many times did the teacher tell a word or cue to use a strategy?

•

Omissions, Substitutions & Additions: Does the reader add, omit or substitute words
often? Hypothesise - Is meaning lost when this happens? Does it still make sense? Is it
that the reader is not paying attention to Structure/Syntax? Are they an English
Language Learner? Does the omission, substitution or addition still make sense, but is
not grammatically correct?
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Analysis of
Running Record
shows…

Possible teaching responses

*

Uses 1 or 2 sources of
information
*

Uses Meaning and
Structure and neglects
Visual

*
*

*

Does not address
punctuation and text
features

*

*

*
*

Substitutes, omits or
inserts words
*

*

Neglects meaning (may
focus primarily on graphsphonic cues and sounding
out is only strategy.

*

Teach to the other sources of information in small group learning,
Shared Reading and Reading Conferences.
* “Does it make sense?” (Meaning)
* “Does it sound right?” (Structure/Syntax)
* “Does it look right?” (Visual/Grapho-phonic)
Cue reader to use different source to check approximation:
* “It looks like come, but does that sound right?”

Teach and prompt to focus on Visual Information.
Teach effective ways to problem solve unknown words (eg: chunking,
initial sound, repeating and attempting new word)

Model during Read Aloud and Interactive Writing
Teach during Shared Reading - what the punctuation mark tells the
reader to do with their voice.
Use Reader’s Theatre to focus teaching on fluency

Is meaning lost? Is structure not being used to self-correct?
Cue to pay attention to visual information.
* “It makes sense, but look at the first letter.”
* “It sounds right, but look at the end of the word.”
Cue to pay attention to structural/syntax.
* “It makes sense, but does that sound right?”
Model & think aloud to teach comprehension strategies, in particular
visualisation.
* “If you don’t have a clear mind-picture, it means you need to reread and pay attention to the words more so you can create
one.”
Focus small group learning and conferences on using comprehension
strategies. Use easy-to-read texts.
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Analysis of Running
Record shows…

Possible teaching responses
*

*

Rarely self-corrects

*

*

Reads slowly word for
word

*

*

Sounds out highfrequency words rather
than has automaticity of
reading.

*

*
*

*

Invents text (early
reading strategy)

Teach self-monitoring (checking that the words read make sense,
sound right and look right)
During a conference or small group learning, cue the reader to check
the accuracy and meaning of their reading, even when it IS accurate
and makes sense. (Otherwise, the risk is they know when you cue
them it must be a mis-read and proficient readers check constantly.)
* “How do you know that is accurate?”
* “What did you use to check your reading?” (eg: picture clues,
letter clues, meaning clues because it makes sense with what I
know)
* “Check that with the picture clues.”
* “Check that with the letter clues.”

Use familiar and easy-to-read texts in small group learning and
conferences, focussing on fluency, not decoding or comprehension.
Use Reader’s Theatre to teach fluency and give motivation to re-read
multiple times.
Model and guide phrasing in Shared Reading (be careful not to read a
Shared Text word-for-word, but point and read with phrasing as
children read along with you.
Choose Shared Reading texts which include repeated H/F words (the
volume of reading these words in context increases the likelihood of
creating a visual word bank.)
In small group learning and conferences, anchor the text with by
previewing the most common H/F words prior to reading.
Notice and locate these H/F words in multiple contexts.
Create own reading texts with repetitive sentence structure and most
common H/F words for this reader (Language Experience/Shared
Writing)
Model and prompt reader to point 1:1 to words
* “Does that match the words?”
* “Did you have enough words?”
* “Did you run out of words?”
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